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Two sloping hillsides converging on a spring-fed creek make up the ten acres of meadow 
on which the eight existing structures of the Jacobson farmstead are located. Four addition 
al buildings once existed on the site, a blacksmith shop, a chicken-sheep shed, a corn crib 
and a privy. All are well documented by photographs and could be authentically reconstruct 

In accordance with Norwegian tradition, the dwelling house consisted originally of 
separate units without internal communication. The oldest unit, possibly dating to the 
year of settlement in 1850, is a two story structure of log measuring 17' by 24' with a 
roughly north-south orientation. To the west side of this an early lean-to was added with 
its own entrance but with no opening into the main dwelling. A later addition to the north-
west established communication between the two units. A parlor of frame construction, also 
lacking internal connection with the log structure, was added before 1884 to the north end 
of the east wall of that structure. The remainder of the house consists of a separate frame 
building 15' 7" by 33' 7" oriented in the same direction as the log building and with its 
north wall at the west end almost contiguous with the south wall of the log structure at it 
east end. The first section of the frame structure was built in 1884, and an extension to 
the west was added shortly later. A second story was built over this entire new unit in 
1908. With the construction of the frame building, a short wall was erected between that 
building and the old parlor creating an unheated concourse between the original log unit, the 
parlor, and the separate frame structure. All units remain essentially unaltered except for 
the loss of a small late extension of the lean-to at its northwest corner known to have ex-
isted about 1900. 

The interior of the dwelling has also undergone little change except for the addition 
of new surface materials over the old. All original floors remain as does the wainscoting 
on the walls and ceilings of all major rooms except for the parlor, the lean-to, and the 
upstairs bedrooms in the frame structure. These retain their original plaster and board 
surfaces. 

Many of the pieces of furniture in use on the farm in the 1920's remain on the premise 
Others currently in possession of the grandchildren may be returned. The location of the 
furniture and other household objects involves little guess work because of the extensive 
photographic and literary documentation. 

The barn (48' by 72' overall) was constructed in two phases: the original stone 
structure (32' by 44') in the early period of settlement, and the frame addition 
(28' by 48') in about the late 1880's. Like the dwelling, it remains basically unaltered 
except for slight adjustments in the interior framework and the addition of concrete floors 
at the ground level. Slight shifting of the foundation has led to structural problems in 
the masonry walls which are now being rectified in accordance with the best practices of 
historic restoration. 

The six other existing structures include a granary (44' by 28'), a storehouse 
(60' by 27'), a pump and milk house (8'2'! by 8'), a shop (8'6" by 16'), grape arbor (7'8" b 
13'), and a windmill (10'6" square at the base). 

The minor changes which have occurred on the site over the years reflect technological 
developments and economic trends. The blacksmith shop, which may date from the 1850's, dis 

appeared shortly after 1900. The wooden windmill was replaced with the present medal struc-

ture at about the same time. In the late 1940's the corncrib was removed and the area for. 



1850-1908 Jacob Abrahamson, Abraham Jacobson 

The historical significance of the Jacobson farm is threefold: the continuity of development 
which it reveals from the period of settlement in 1850 through three generations to 1930, the 
extent of remaining physical and written documentation of the farm's history, and the signi-
ficance of the second generation owner and operator Abraham Jacobson. 

Before donation to the Norwegian-American Museum in 1977, the farm was owned and operated by 
the same family for 127 years. Generations overlapped extensively, leading to gradual evolu-
tion rather than sudden change in the social, technological, and economic history of the site 
The new did not replace the old but was rather incorporated into it as had been typical of 
developments in Norwegian rural areas since the Renaissance. This process of accumulative 
development is exemplified by the house and barn, both of which contain a core unit from the 
period shortly after settlement but both of which have been enlarged and altered to accommo-
date changing needs. 

The extent of physical documentation for all phases of development on the farm is exceptional 
Though crude structures could have been built on the farm prior to the core units of the 
buildings which now exist, they must have served only temporary needs while the more substan-
tial structures were in preparation. The log core of the dwelling reveals the mastery of log 
construction expected of a recent immigrant from Norway. The later additions, constructed 
as independent units in accordance with Norwegian tradition, represent various frame techni-
ques adapted from American builders. The early portion of the stone barn shows several 
signs of experimentation and lack of expertise in this building technique. Structural problem 
which must now be corrected in it are in part the result of the builder's inexperience with 
stone construction. Soft building stone in Norway was rare, which had led to stone being 
limited to foundations in most rural areas of that country. A later stone addition to the 
barn reveals better understanding of high masonry construction, a type of building which had 
by then become standard in Washington Prairie because of rich local deposits of sandstone. 

As the bibliography reveals, the Jacobson family was very literate and conscious of history. 
Detailed records remain in the form of letters, diaries, tax receipts, photographs, etc. 
which make it possible to document rather precisely the time of construction and alterations 
of the buildings and to understand their place in the social and economic context of the 
farm. Much of this documentation is still on the site, and that which remains with the family 
or has entered archives is accessible. The fact that photography became a hobby in the 
Jacobson family as early as the 1890's is one of the many circumstances which makes the his-
torical documentation of the farm unique. 

Though the farm represents a culture and way of life typical for a large percent of immigrant 
from rural Norway who continued to reap their livelihood directly from the land in this 
country, the owner and operator from 1878 to 1910, Abraham Jacobson, was a figure of consid-
erable historic interest. He arrived in America as a child with his- parents in 1848, but he 
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corn storage was reduced to a lean-to on the granary. The privy was phased out in the 
mid-1950's when plumbing was introduced into the house. The grape arbor was retained, 
probably for nostalgic reasons, but around 1960 the rough hewn posts were replaced 
by creosote poles. 



was quick to enter American intellectual and political life. He made connection with the 
Lincoln family while studying theology in Springfield, Illinois, from 1852 to 1859 and re-
mained in contact with Robert Lincoln later in life. He did social and missionary work in 
the Dakotas and Canada before accepting a call to a Norwegian Lutheran parish in southern 
Wisconsin in 1877. After leaving it to take over the family farm in Iowa ten years later, 
he served as president of a mutual insurance company, carried out horticultural experiments, 
wrote on historical, cultural, and purely practical subjects in periodicals and newspapers, 
and served as district representative to the state legislature of Iowa from 1903 to 1905. 

In spite of the unique elements in the history of the Jacobson farm, the greatest significanc 
of the farmstead lies in the extraordinarily complete record it contains of the architectural 
and other physical developments on an upper midwestern Norwegian immigrant farm. 
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Newspaper Articles 

Numerous newspaper articles by and about Abraham Jacobson (owner and operator 
of the farm from 1879 to 1910) and other members of the family are in the collec-
tions at the farm, the collections of family members and the archives of the Norwe-
gian-American Historical Association, Northfield, Minnesota. 

Official Documents 

Available records include tax receipts from 1852 to 1930, assessor's records 
from 1858 to 1903, U.S. and state census records from 1855 to 1900, abstract of 
title to the property, and related materials. 

Manuscripts 

Extensive manuscript material in the form of diaries, letters, unpublished 
writings, and the like remain on the farm, with the family, and in the archives of 
the Norwegian-American Historical Association. 

Photographs 

Photographs and glass plates in great numbers showing exterior and interior 
views of the farm were taken by members of the family between 1890 and 1950. They 
are accessible to the Museum to the family. 
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